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The popular Fresh and Simple series offers more than 60 full-flavored soups and meals--from

hot-and-spicy to vegetable-packed and gourmet soups. Time to prepare ranges from 20 and 30

minutes to make ahead.
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My wife often buys me cookbooks that I wouldn't think of, with mixed results. THIS one became an

instant favourite. Gorgeous fonts and use of color; perfect layout - mostly a photo on one page (for

us visual-oriented males ;-), and the complete recipe on the facing page. Most important: very tasty,

visually-appealing, and quick recipes.There is nothing in the book that isn't a photograph or recipe,

yet I still think of it more as a COOKBOOK than a recipe book -- after you've made a few of the

soups, you'll find yourself absorbing and adopting the common philosophy behind all these recipes.

Even the photographs suggest new ways of making and serving soup.I hardly need the actual book

any more -- I just head off to the produce section and grab whatever is freshest and most

appealing.Favourite recipes? Out of the 60-odd here, I haven't found a dud yet.

The books in this series are wonderful. The crab chowder, Middle Eastern sausage and bean stew

and curried mushroom tortolloni soup are tasty and satisfying without having to stand at the stove a

long time, so you don't have to wait till a day off to make them. Tip: the first time you make them, the

recipes will take just a few minutes longer than the book says.



I like this cookbook so much that I bought a dozen of them to give as gifts to best friends and family.

The recipes meet two major needs. First, when I'm exhausted and hungry and want real food, these

soups can be made in 30 minutes with a minimum of fuss. Second, the results are amazingly

complex in flavor. There is something restorative about the combination of little effort and great

results. Don't mess with the recipes the first time around. You'll be surprised how good they are.

Some of the ingredients will not be regular inhabitants of your larder, so pick out a few soups you

want to try every week and buy the ingredients to have on hand. Because of the short cooking time,

the recipes call for fresh herbs added last thing, but if you don't have any just add dried herbs with

the liquid ingredients and you will get good results.

The soups in this book are delicious, healthy and simple to make. Most of the soups here have a

good mix of meat or fish and different kinds of vegetables, are light and healthy, and it's really easy

to make. Of the receipes I've tried, it takes less than 30 min prep time after the 3 try (by then I'm

familiar with the receipes), and thne just let it simmer. I've tried 5 soups over the past 2 years (I'm

not a great cook.) and everyone loved them. My roommate who's a great cook loved my receipes so

much so I bought another copy for her as a gift. Also one nice thing about this book, is that there is

a color picture for most of the soups, so you can pick out what you want just by flipping through

instead of having to read the receipes.
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